**ABS Control Module**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**599-868**

GM Truck Silverado, Sierra 2007-01  
**Pop Code:** B | **VIO:** 1,823,967

**PROBLEM:** Original equipment ABS modules on certain vehicles break prematurely due to circuit board wear and failed relays.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX is newly manufactured and completely redesigned with a thicker control board to prevent cracked solder joints and a faster microprocessor for better stopping performance.

---

**Power Steering Pump Pulley**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**300-315RD**

Chrysler Aspen 2007, Dodge Durango 2007-04, Dodge Ram 1500 2007-02  
**Pop Code:** C | **VIO:** 737,097

**PROBLEM:** The original equipment plastic design often breaks from improper removal or becomes damaged by road debris.

**FIX:** This upgraded Dorman OE FIX power steering pump pulley is made of durable steel for greater durability.

---

**Wheel Arch Repair Panel**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**926-416**

**Pop Code:** C | **VIO:** 2,533,952

**PROBLEM:** When a wheel arch panel rusts or corrodes on a Ford Super Duty you’re often stuck replacing the entire fender assembly.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX wheel arch repair panel allows direct replacement of the rust-damaged section of the fender.

---

**Clutch Pedal Bracket**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**926-086**

GM Truck Silverado, Sierra 2007-99  
**Pop Code:** C | **VIO:** 6,785,572

**PROBLEM:** The original equipment plastic design often breaks or detaches from the clutch master cylinder, requiring replacement of the entire assembly.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX clutch pedal bracket includes a metal reinforcement mounting point for the clutch master cylinder for greater durability.

---

**Electronic Throttle Bodies**

**LINE EXTENSION | OVER 60 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**977-017**

GM Trucks - 3.5L & 4.2L, Engines 2007-02  
**Pop Code:** B | **VIO:** 1,811,867

100% new case aluminum, not remanufactured, for reliability and convenience of no core charge

- Complete assembly includes new throttle position sensor for full repair

**FAILURE MODE:**

- Worn/faulty sensor contacts, stripped gears, excessive carbon build-up

Get vehicle applications and technical details at dormanproducts.com
**Truck Bed Mounting Hardware**

Matches the fit of the original equipment mounting hardware to securely remount the truck bed to the frame
- Hardware is finished with a corrosion-resistant coating for a long service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Stripped threads, corrosion or breaks when removing truck bed

**926-846**
GM Truck - Canyon, Colorado, Silverado, Sierra 2019-99
Pop Code: B | VIO: 9,860,210

**Active Grill Shutters**

Active grille shutter and motor assembly precisely matches the original equipment assembly
- Made with a factory-style electrical connector for a trouble-free installation
- No programming required for final installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Check engine light, high engine temperature, broke grille shutters or motor failure

**601-324**
Jeep Cherokee 2018-14
Pop Code: D | VIO: 824,611

**A/C Compressor Clutch**

Direct replacement matches the original equipment design
- Made of tough steel with a factory-style electrical connector
- Includes shims and mounting nut for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Clutch bearing seizes, inoperable air conditioning system

**926-155**
Honda CR-V 2011-07
Pop Code: D | VIO: 956,136

**Sun Visors**

Matches the original sun visor in style, color and texture to blend seamlessly with overall interior
- Easy to install - no special tools required during installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Sagging, broken mechanism or separating at seams

**74215**
Nissan Pathfinder 2017-13
Pop Code: B | VIO: 402,172

**Battery Terminal**

Keeps repair costs and labor-time down by replacing the terminal instead of the entire battery cable
- Comes with necessary mounting components for a complete repair solution
- Positive battery terminal allows you to directly replace a damaged original terminal

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Corrosion from battery acid, no crank or charging issue

**926-496**
Chrysler 2006-05, Dodge 2007-05, Jeep 2007, Jeep 2005
Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,224,813

**Transfer Case Adapter**

Direct replacement for a damaged or cracked original equipment adapter
- Manufactured from aluminum, this transfer case adapter is made to provide years of reliable service
- Includes a new transfer case adapter gasket for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original transfer case adapter cracks over time, resulting in drivetrain vibration

**926-890**
GM - Full Size Pickups & SUVs 2019-99
Pop Code: C | VIO: 7482,422

Get vehicle applications and technical details at [dormanproducts.com](http://dormanproducts.com)